FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SMPM-LOCK by Radiall™: The miniature connector that secures
your connections
June 2020 - Radiall, a global leader in the design, development and manufacturing of innovative
interconnect solutions, has released the SMPM-LOCK, a new miniature connector with a locking
system that secures connections in environments that experience shock and strong vibrations.
Made up of the basic SMPM interface, Radiall has added the same locking system used in SMPLOCK—a locking nut and a locking ring adapted to secure our customers’ connections. This connector
is suitable for any type of installation, even in the tightest spaces. Radiall has reduced the length of
SMPM-LOCK by Radiall™ by 42% compared to SMP-LOCK.
SMPM-LOCK by Radiall™ is available in a variety of configurations, including:
• Jack: with a limited detent interface
• Plug: straight and right angle
Additionally, it features:
• An electrical performance up to 65 GHz
• An IP6x sealing option
• A tool to mate/unmate the plug
For further information on SMPM-LOCK by Radiall™, please contact a Radiall sales representative or
distributor, or visit www.radiall.com.
###
About Radiall
Radiall is a global manufacturer of leading-edge interconnect solutions. The company offers an
extensive range of RF coaxial connectors and cable assemblies, coaxial switches, fiber optic and
microwave components, multipin connectors and more. Radiall has sales offices and subsidiaries
throughout the world, R&D in the U.S., Europe and China, along with manufacturing facilities
strategically located in the U.S., Mexico, India and China.
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